**Power and subtlety**

With 1000 Watts of power, dual opposed 10-inch Aerofoil drivers identical to those found in the flagship 800 D3 and an incredibly rigid cabinet that helps reduce distortion for deep, agile bass, the DB2D is the ideal subwoofer whatever the use scenario. It packs more than enough of a punch to excel at home cinema, but is agile and precise enough to bring depth to stereo recordings.

As with all the new DB Series, the DB2D is incredibly simple to configure and use thanks to a dedicated mobile App for both iOS and Android devices. This mobile app incorporate a room EQ system that requires no separate microphone kit.

**Technical Specifications**

- **Description**: DB Series Subwoofer
- **Technical features**:
  - 1000w Class D Hypex amplifier
  - 2 x 250mm (10in) Aerofoil-cone drive units in a balanced configuration
  - Digital preamplifier with Dynamic EQ, App-based set-up and BT-LE control
- **Drive units**:
  - 2 x 250mm (10in) Aerofoil-cone drive units in a balanced configuration
- **Frequency range (-6dB)**: 8.5Hz - 500Hz
- **Frequency Response -3dB (centred on level at 100Hz)**: 10Hz - 350Hz
- **Max power output**: 1000W
- **Inputs**:
  - 2 x XLR
  - 2 x RCA
  - 2 x 3.5mm 12V trigger
  - RS-232 – 9-pin D connector
- **Dimensions**:
  - Height: 430mm (16.9in)
  - Width: 377mm (14.8in)
  - Depth: 360mm (14.2in)
- **Net weight**: 36kg
- **Cabinet finish**:
  - Gloss Black (with black grilles)
  - Rosenut (with black grilles)
  - Satin White (with grey grilles)

This information is intended as a guide only and reflects the current specification at the time of print. We reserve the right to make changes to the specifications.